
LLANDANDSSLIDESLIDES



•• In many parts of the world, In many parts of the world, 
especially in mountainous especially in mountainous 
countries, landslides are very countries, landslides are very 
common and have serious common and have serious 
consequences for almost all consequences for almost all 
construction activities in these construction activities in these 
countries.countries.

•• Even relatively small changes of Even relatively small changes of 
the stability may trigger the stability may trigger 
landslides, especially in areas landslides, especially in areas 
where slides previously have where slides previously have 
taken place.taken place.



•• The first sign of an imminent The first sign of an imminent 
landslide is the appearance of landslide is the appearance of 
surface cracks in the upper part surface cracks in the upper part 
of the slope, perpendicular to the of the slope, perpendicular to the 
direction of the movement. These direction of the movement. These 
cracks may gradually fill with cracks may gradually fill with 
water, which weakens the soil water, which weakens the soil 
and increases the horizontal force and increases the horizontal force 
which initiates the slide. which initiates the slide. 
Frequently, inclined shear cracks Frequently, inclined shear cracks 
can also be observed on both can also be observed on both 
sides of the slide, as well as a sides of the slide, as well as a 
slight bulge at the toe of the slight bulge at the toe of the 
slope.slope.



•• Landslides are primarily caused by Landslides are primarily caused by 
gravitational forces but gravitational forces but 
occasionally seismic forces can be occasionally seismic forces can be 
a contributing factor. A landslide is a contributing factor. A landslide is 
primarily the result of a shear primarily the result of a shear 
failure along the boundary of the failure along the boundary of the 
moving mass of soil or rock. moving mass of soil or rock. 
Failure is generally assumed to Failure is generally assumed to 
occur when the average shear occur when the average shear 
stress along the sliding or slip stress along the sliding or slip 
surface is equal to the shear surface is equal to the shear 
strength of the soil or rock as strength of the soil or rock as 
evaluated by field or laboratory evaluated by field or laboratory 
tests.tests.



•• The geologist regard landslides as The geologist regard landslides as 
one of the many natural processes one of the many natural processes 
which act on the surface of the which act on the surface of the 
earth as part of the general earth as part of the general 
geological cycle.geological cycle.

•• The engineer, on the other hand, The engineer, on the other hand, 
tries to determine the maximum tries to determine the maximum 
angle at which a slope is stable angle at which a slope is stable 
and studies the stability of a slope and studies the stability of a slope 
in terms of a factor of safety.in terms of a factor of safety.







Causes of LandslidesCauses of Landslides

•• Construction Operation of ErosionConstruction Operation of Erosion
•• Tectonic MovementsTectonic Movements
•• Earthquakes (Vibrations)Earthquakes (Vibrations)
•• Rains or Melting SnowRains or Melting Snow
•• Frost ActionFrost Action
•• Dry SpellsDry Spells
•• Rapid Draw DownRapid Draw Down
•• Seepage from Artificial Sources of WaterSeepage from Artificial Sources of Water
•• Seepage from Artificial Sources of WaterSeepage from Artificial Sources of Water



Classification of LandslidesClassification of Landslides

•• FallsFalls
•• Rotational SlidesRotational Slides
•• Translational SlidesTranslational Slides
•• FlowFlow











Movements Associated With Movements Associated With 
LandslidesLandslides

•• Creep Creep 
•• Creep RateCreep Rate
•• Thickness of Failure ZoneThickness of Failure Zone
•• Total Displacement Before FailureTotal Displacement Before Failure
•• Slide VelocitySlide Velocity



Investigation for LandslidesInvestigation for Landslides
•• Field StudiesField Studies
•• Laboratories StudiesLaboratories Studies
•• Stability CalculationsStability Calculations
•• It is important that the field and It is important that the field and 

laboratory investigations be laboratory investigations be 
supplemented by field measurements so supplemented by field measurements so 
that the behavior of a slope can be that the behavior of a slope can be 
checked and corrective measures be checked and corrective measures be 
taken in times.taken in times.

•• First Step:First Step:
•• Collection of available information Collection of available information 

geological, hydrological, topographical, geological, hydrological, topographical, 
and soil maps.and soil maps.



InstrumentationInstrumentation
•• Surface MovementsSurface Movements
•• TelemetersTelemeters
•• InclinometersInclinometers
•• Boreholes ExtensometerBoreholes Extensometer
•• PiezometerPiezometer
•• Slide Warning SystemsSlide Warning Systems



Analysis of LandslidesAnalysis of Landslides
•• Determination of shear strength Determination of shear strength 

parametersparameters
–– Angle of internal frictionAngle of internal friction
–– CohesionCohesion
–– UndrainedUndrained Cohesion Cohesion 

•• Determination of the slip surfaceDetermination of the slip surface
–– Depends on the geologyDepends on the geology
–– Bedding planesBedding planes
–– FaultsFaults
–– Old sliding surfacesOld sliding surfaces



Surface of Landslides

May be determined using

•Trenches
•Boreholes
•Trial Pits
•Theoretical Calculations



Methods of Correcting Methods of Correcting 
LandslidesLandslides

•• Geometrical MethodsGeometrical Methods
–– Flattening of slopeFlattening of slope
–– Excavation at top of slopeExcavation at top of slope
–– Fill at toe of slopeFill at toe of slope



•• Hydrological MethodsHydrological Methods
–– Surface drainsSurface drains
–– Drain holesDrain holes
–– Sand drainsSand drains
–– Inverted filtersInverted filters
–– Other methodsOther methods

•• Aim: Aim: 
drainage of surface water and drainage of surface water and 
lowering of ground water level.lowering of ground water level.



•• Mechanical MethodsMechanical Methods
–– CompactionCompaction
–– FreezingFreezing
–– GroutingGrouting
–– Rock BoltsRock Bolts
–– PilesPiles
–– Retaining Walls, Sheet Pile Retaining Walls, Sheet Pile 

Walls, and Toe Walls.Walls, and Toe Walls.



•• Protective MeasuresProtective Measures
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